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Our customers frequently build not one decision model for a certain business goal but multiple models 

within their business domains like property and casualty insurance, loan origination, medical guidelines, 

etc. After building one or two decision models, they usually already have a quite rich glossary that covers 

many concepts in their business domain. So, they can build a library of relatively small decision models 

which can be used to assemble other decision models. Sometimes they even add domain-specific decision 

tables and supporting Java classes.  

Today we will demonstrate the process of building a small library of decision models for the loan 

origination domain and will show how to use this library to assemble larger decision models. We will reuse 

the use case described in the Chapter 11 of the DMN specification that specifies business logic behind the 

loan origination process presented in Fig. 1. There are two major decision models “Bureau Strategy” and 

“Routing” that call other decision models with the same or slightly different business logic. All these 

models are well described in the DMN Specification and its different implementations and in recent DM 

books. We will apply the Goal-Oriented Decision Modeling approach to do the following: 

1) Build a library of decision models that can determine the goals: 

a. Application Risk Score 

b. Pre-Bureau Risk Strategy 

c. Post-Bureau Risk Strategy 

d. Affordability 

2) Use these decision models to assemble decision models for the goals: 

a. Bureau Strategy 

b. Routing 

3) Use these decision models to create a decision model for “Loan Origination Result”. 

 

 

https://openrules.wordpress.com/2016/09/14/developing-business-decision-modeling-languages-with-enhanced-dmn/
https://openrules.wordpress.com/2016/09/14/developing-business-decision-modeling-languages-with-enhanced-dmn/
http://www.omg.org/spec/DMN/Current/
https://dmcommunity.org/challenge/challenge-june-2017/
https://dmcommunity.org/resources/books/
https://openrules.wordpress.com/2018/08/14/goal-oriented-decision-modeling-with-openrules-7/


  
Fig. 1. Loan Origination Process from DMN Chapter 11 

Building a Library of Decision Models  

First, we will create a central repository which will have separate sub-folders for different goals. Let’s 

create a folder “repository” with two sub-folders “Decisions” and “Tests”.  Inside these sub-folders we will 

create sub-folders for every decision model, e.g. “BureauStrategy”, “Routing”, etc.  

Let’s start with a very simple decision model that does not depend on any other model.  

Decision Model “Application Risk Score” 

WE will show how this simplest decision model is organized and will use the same structure for all other 

decision models. We created the folder “Decisions/ApplicationRiskScore/” with the file “Rules.xls”. This 

file contains only one decision table presented in Fig. 2. This is a typical scorecard implemented as a multi-

hit decision table. The first rule initializes the variable “Application Risk Score” and other rules may 

increment its value based on different values of Applicant’s Age, Marital Status, and Employment Status. 

 

 



 
 Fig. 2. Decision Table “ApplicationRiskScore” 

We will use centralized Glossary placed it into the file “Decisions/Glossary/Glossary.xls” and shared by all 

decision models. Here is the initial Glossary created based on the above decision table only: 

  
Fig. 3. Initial Glossary 

The file “Glossary.xls” also include the Environment table that refers to the standard OpenRules templates 

used by all decision models:  

  
Fig. 4. Initial Glossary 

The internal file structure of this small decision model will be described in the Environment table of the 

file “Decisions/ApplicationRiskScore/ DecisionModel.xls”: 

 
 Fig. 5. The Environment table refers to the shared Glossary 



We placed the standard OpenRules batch-file “build.bat” in the folder “Decisions/ApplicationRiskScore/” 

and set GOAL=”Application Risk Score” inside this file. A double-click to this file, builds the decision model 

by generating the file “Goals.xls” that contains an execution path.  

To test this decision model, we will use the file “repository/Tests/ApplicationRiskScore/Test.xls” placed in 

the folder. To refer to our decision model his file includes its own Environment table:  

  
Fig. 6. The Environment table in “Test.xls” 

All related Datatype, Data, and DecisionTableTest tables for this decision model are shown in Fig. 7. 

  
Fig. 7. Test tables for “ApplicationRiskScore” 

We placed the standard OpenRules batch-file “run.bat” in the folder “Tests/ApplicationRiskScore/” and 

set DECISION_NAME=”DecisionApplcationScore” inside this file. A double-click to this file will execute all 



3 test cases from Fig. 7 against our decision model. The execution results for the Test 1 are presented in 

Fig. 8: 

  
Fig. 8. The execution results for Test 1 

 

This is a trivial decision model, but it is organized in a way all other decision models inside our library will 

be organized. So, for the next decision models we will show only their decision tables and the updated 

glossary.  

Usually a loan origination process should include pre-bureau and post-bureau sub-processes that define 

so-called “Risk Category”. The first one does this before a credit score of the applicant is known and the 

second one - after. Let’s start with pre-bureau processing.  

Decision Model “Pre-Bureau Risk Category” 

In this case “Risk Category” can be defined by the decision table in Fig. 9 which we placed in the file 

“Rules.xls” inside the folder “repository/Decisions/PreBureauRiskCategory/”:  

 
Fig. 9. Defining Risk Category for Pre-Bureau Processing 

We need to add new variables to our shared glossary: 



  
Fig. 10. Adjusted Glossary 

We also need to include our previous decision model inside this one. It can be done simply by modifying 

the Environment table in the file “Decisions/PreBureauRiskCategory/DecisionModel.xls”: 

  

Fig. 11. The Environment table for “PreBureauRiskCategory” 

All related Datatype, Data, and DecisionTableTest tables for this decision model are shown in Fig. 12. 



 
Fig. 12. Test tables for “PreBureauRiskCategory” 

And here are the execution results:  



  
Fig. 13. Execution results for “PreBureauRiskCategory” 

Decision Model “Post-Bureau Risk Category” 

So, our library now includes two decision models. Let’s add another one for post-bureau processing.  

 

In this case “Risk Category” can be defined by the decision table in Fig. 14 which we placed in the file 

“Rules.xls” inside the folder “repository/Decisions/PostBureauRiskCategory/”.  

 



  
Fig. 14. Defining Risk Category for Post-Bureau Processing 

This table uses “Credit Score” that belongs to the business concept “BureauData”. Here is the adjusted 

Glossary: 

  
Fig. 15. Shared Glossary adjusted for post-bureau processing 

This model also depends on the decision variable “Application Risk Score”.  It means it can be similarly 

connected to the decision model “ApplicationRiskScore” using the same the file “DecisionModel.xls” just 

placed in the folder ”Decisions/PostBureauRiskCategory/”.  After creating test-cases similar to pre-bureau 

processing plus BureauData, we will receive the expected results. 

Please note, as all decision variables should have unique names within a decision model. Now we use the 

same variable “Risk Category” inside two different decision models “PreBureauRiskCategory” and 

“PostBureauRiskCategory” and have no problems. However, we have to be careful to never include these 

models at the same time as a part of a high-level decision model. 

 

 



Decision Model “Affordability” 

Now it’s time to add one more decision model to our library. The goal of this decision model is called 

“Affordability” and is defined in the DMN specification using the following decision table: 

  
Fig. 16. Decision table “Affordability” 

This decision table uses 3 subgoals to calculate “Affordability”: 

- Disposable Income 

- Required Monthly Installment 

- Credit Contingency Factor. 

We will define these subgoals one by one. Here is the decision table for the subgoal “Disposable Income”: 

 

  
Fig. 17. Decision table “Disposable Income” 

And here is the one for the subgoal “Required Monthly Installment”: 

  
Fig. 18. Decision table “Required Monthly Installment” 

This decision table uses the decision variable (subgoal) “PMT” that can be calculated using this decision 

table: 

  
Fig. 19. Calculating PMT 

The only remaining undefined subgoal is “Credit Contingency Factor”. Here is a decision table for its 

calculation: 



  
Fig. 20. Decision table “Credit Contingency Factor” 

We can place all these 5 decision tables in the file “Rules.xls” inside “repository/Decisions/Affordability/”.  

Now, we need to address the following issue. The last Affordability’s subgoal ““Credit Contingency Factor” 

depends on “Risk Category”, for which we already have two decision models:           

- PreBureauRiskCategory  

- PostBureauRiskCategory.  

When we calculate “Affordability” for pre-bureau processing we want to use Risk Category defined by the 

first decision model, and we want to use the second model for post-bureau processing. To do that, instead 

of one file “DecsionMOdel.xls” we can create two different files: 

• DecisionModelPreBureau.xls 

• DecisionModelPostBureau.xls 

The first one will use this Environment table: 

  
Fig. 21. The Environment table in DecisionModelPreBureau.xls 

And the second one will use this Environment table: 

  
Fig. 22. The Environment table in DecisionModelPostBureau.xls 

This way may build not one but two different decision models using two different “build.bat” files. Here 

is the file “buildPreBureau.bat”: 

  
Fig. 23. Settings for the batch file “buildPreBureau.xls” 

And the file “buildPostBureau.bat” looks similarly but uses DecisionModelPostBureau.xls as 

INPUT_FILE_NAME and GoalsPostBureau.xls as OUTPUT_FILE_NAME.  These batch-files will generate two 

different decision models in the files “GoalsPreBureau.xls” and “GoalsPostBureau.xls”.  

Thus, our library now contains 5 decision models: 



1. Application Risk Score 

2. Pre-Bureau Risk Strategy 

3. Post-Bureau Risk Strategy 

4. Affordability for Pre-Bureau  Processing 

5. Affordability for Post-Bureau  Processing. 

We just need to update our common Glossary as it’s shown in Fig. 24. 

  
Fig. 24. Updated glossary for the library of 5 decision models 

We created separate test-cases for all these models and successfully executed them. You may execute 

them yourself using the sample OpenRules project “LoanOrigination: included in the standard installation 

folder “openrules.models”.  Now we can say that our library is ready to be used to assemble higher level 

decision models.  

Assembling Decision Model “Bureau Strategy” 

Now we will use our library to assemble the decision model “Bureau Strategy” in the folder 

“repository/Decisions/BureauStrategy/”. This decision model implements the pre-bureau processing for 

the high-level loan origination process. 

Following the DMN Chapter 11, we may define the goal “Bureau Strategy” in the following decision tables: 



 
 Fig. 25. Decision table “Bureau Strategy”  

As you can see, the goal “Bureau Strategy” depends on two decision subgoals “Eligibility” and “Bureau 

Call Type”. The subgoal “Bureau Call Type” can defined by the following decision table: 

  
Fig. 26. Decision table “BureauCallType”  

The subgoal “Eligibility” can be defined by the following decision table: 

  
Fig. 27. Decision table “Eligibility”  

Both these decision tables are simple, but they use “Risk Category” that we’ve already defined in our 

library. The goal “Eligibility” also depends on the subgoal “Affordability”, for which we have two decision 

modes in the library. As we deal with pre-bureau processing, I believe we should use the decision model 

“Affordability” defined by the file “Decisions/Affordability/DecisionModelPreBureau.xls”. 

Please note that our decision model “Affordability” already includes the decision model “Risk Category”. 

It means the Environment table for the decision model “Bureau Strategy” inside the file 

“DecisionModel.xls” will look as follows: 

 
Fig. 28. The Environment table Bureau Strategy 

What else do you need to do to finalize the decision model “Bureau Strategy”? 



First of all, we need to add missing 3 decision variables “Eligibility”, “Bureau Call Type”, and “Bureau 

Strategy” to our shared glossary. They all belong to the business concept “Application”. We also need to 

adjust setting in the file “Decisions/BureauStrategy/build.bat” as in Fig. 29.  

  
Fig. 29. File “build.bat” for Bureau Strategy  

A double-click on this file will generate “Goals.xls” in the same folder “BureauStrategy”. Let’s look at this 

automatically generated execution path:  

  
Fig. 30. Automatically generated execution path for Bureau Strategy  

It actually shows the execution sequence of all subgoals starting with “ApplicationRiskScore” and ending 

up with “BureauStrategy”. To determine this execution path such as in Fig. 30, OpenRules engine goes 

through all decision tables, recursively identifies all goals and variables from which they depend, and then 

resolves all dependencies.  So, after all, it was relatively easy to build the decision model “Bureau Strategy” 

using our library of already defined decision models. Now we can similarly assemble the decision model 

for the goal “Routing”. 

Assembling Decision Model “Routing” 

Here are the routing rules extracted from the DMN specification: 

  
Fig. 31. Decision table “Routing” 

This table uses the same decision variables “Risk Category” and “Affordability” but for post-bureau 

processing. It means our Environment table in the file “DecisionModel.xls” should look as below: 



 
Fig. 32. The Environment table for Routing 

We will add the variables “Credit Score” and “Routing” to the business concept “Application” and the 

variable “Bankrupt” to the business concept “BureauData” inside our shared glossary. And here is the 

setting for the file “build.bat”:  

 
Fig. 33. File “build.bat” for Routing 

AUTHOR. If you build and run both decision models “Bureau Strategy” and “Routing” using the 

downloadable OpenRules project “Loan Origination”, you will see that both models produce the expected 

results. So, we quite easily assembled these decision models taking advantage of already defined library 

of smaller decision models for the loan origination domain. 

Decision Model Assembly Steps 

Here are the used “assembly steps”: 

1. Implement business logic using decision tables in the file rules in “Rules.xls” 

2. Create the Environment table in the file “DecisionModel.xls” that may refer to the already 

implemented decision models  

3. Add new decision variables to the common Glossary 

4. Adjust “build.bat” to automatically generate an execution path in the file “Goals.xls” 

5. Create and run test cases for the decision model. 

Assembling Decision Model “Loan Origination Result” 

And finally, we want us to build a top-level decision model that determines the ultimate goal “Loan 

Origination Result”. It will also give us an opportunity to demonstrate one more decision model 

integration method. 

According to the initial business process in Fig. 1 there could be 3 possible loan origination results: ACCEPT, 

DECLINE, and REFER. It’s only natural to present business logic presented in Fig. 1 as a decision table:  

  
Fig. 34. Determining Loan Origination Result 

http://openjvm.jvmhost.net/OpenRulesAnalyzer/DecisionModels/LoanOrigination/LoanOrigination.zip


As usual, we may put the decision table “LoanOriginationResult” in the file “Rules.xls” in the folder 

“repository/Decisions/LoanOriginationResult”. Now we should add “Loan Origination Result” to the 

business concept “Application”. The finalized glossary is presented in Fig. 35.  

  
Fig. 35. Finalized Common Glossary 

The decision goal “Loan Origination Result” depends on already defined goals “Bureau Strategy” and 

“Routing”. However, if we include references to both files 

- ../BureauStrategy/DecisionModel.xls 

- ../Routing/DecisionModel.xls 

in its Environment table, we will get a name clash because both the decision models use the decision 

variable “Risk Strategy” and it will be impossible to know which one to use, and OpenRules will produce 

the proper errors when you try to build the top-level model. So, what can we do to still reuse already 

created decision models? 



Decision Model Assembly Techniques: “Include” vs “Import” 

To avoid such name clashes, OpenRules provides another integration method called “Decision Model 

Import”. Instead of “including” decision models in the same Environment table, we may “import” them 

using a special table of the type “DecisionImport”. For example, in our case we may add the following 

table to the file “LoanOriginationResult/DecisionModel.xls”: 

  
Fig. 36. Importing Decision Models 

In this case, OpenRules will handle each of our 3 decision models “Loan Origination Result”, “Bureau 

Strategy” and “Routing” as completely separate decision services. Internally, it will create a separate 

instance of OpenRules Engine for each imported decision model. What is important that such importing 

of decision models prevents possible name clashes even when they use decision variables with the same 

names.  

Now the Environment table for “Loan Origination Result” will look as follows: 

  
Fig. 37. The Environment table for Loan Origination Result 

Note that we still need to refer to Glossary but not to any imported decision models. 

To finalize our top-level decision model, we need to adjust its file “build.bat” using GOAL=“Loan 

Origination Result”. When we double-click on “build.bat”, it will generate “Goals.xls” with the following 

execution path: 

  
Fig. 38. The generated execution path for Loan Origination Result 

Please note that this path does not expand the execution paths for the imported models “BureauStrategy” 

and “Routing”.  The Fig. 39 shows an example of the execution results for the Test 3. You can see all 

executed goals and subgoals with their intermediate results. In particular, Risk Category was calculated as 

HIGH for pre-bureau processing, and as LOW for pot-bureau processing. Some calculations were done 

twice but the total execution time is just 188 milliseconds. 



 
Fig. 39. The Execution Results for Loan Origination Result 

The detailed explanation of all actually executed rules can be found in this HTML-report. 

Knowledge Repository Organization 

And finally, we want to show our final knowledge repository: 

http://openrules.com/report/LoanOriginationResult.Test1.html


  
Fig. 40. Repository’s Decisions and Tests 

All decision models have been placed in the folder “repository” with two main sub-folders “Decisions” 

and “Tests”. All models have a similar organization: DecisionModel.xls, Rules.xls, Goals.xls, and build.bat. 

The files “Goals.xls” were generated automatically. Of course, larger decision models can contain more 

xls-files which should be referenced from the Environment table of their files “DecisionModel.xls”. All test 

cases are in sub-folders of the folder “Tests” under the same names as the corresponding decision models. 

In the real-world domain-specific systems, it is extremely important to maintain both: decision models 

and their tests! The presented organization of the rules repository provides a good example of how to do 

it. It was very important to create and maintain a shared business glossary in the file Glossary.xls. 

However, it is possible to split it between several xls-files. We started with a small Glossary that kept 

growing as we added more decision models. This glossary serves as a spine that keeps all surrounding 

decision models together. 

READER. Thank you. As always, it was a very productive session. Now I am eager to start building my own 

decision models.  

Conclusion 

We demonstrated how the goal-oriented approach can be applied to build relatively complex decision 

models for the same business domain. We created a library of smaller decision models and used them to 

assemble new decision models. All decision models have been tested independently. We’ve used two 



integration methods (“include” and “import”) that allowed us to incorporate low-level decision models 

into top-level decision models. It was a good example of how to organize a domain-specific repository of 

decision models. And everything was done in Excel using OpenRules as an integrated decision modeling 

and execution tool.  

 


